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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to an airbag device for
use in an automobile, and in particular, to an airbag de-
vice provided with an attachment structure for attaching
a harness of electrical equipment such as a horn unit and
so forth to the airbag device.

BACKGROUND TECHNOLOGY

[0002] There has been known an airbag device dis-
posed at the central part of a steering wheel of an auto-
mobile, having a display device, a multifunction switching
device, or a horn switching device, equipped with an air-
bag cover for housing an airbag on the outside of those
switches and so forth.
An airbag device GB shown in Fig.7 by way of example
is provided with a display device 6R installed at the cen-
tral part of a steering wheel 50R, an airbag cover 21R
for containing an airbag provided with tear lines 30R to
be ruptured by a gas pressure of an inflator, disposed
outside of the display device 6R, and a multifunction
switching device 40R for changing over a display screen
of the display device 6R, disposed on the right side of
the airbag cover 21R.
[0003] Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of the airbag
device GB shown in Fig.7, showing a state in which the
airbag device GB is inflated and expanded due to an
impact imposed thereon, by a vehicle and so forth.
As shown in Fig. 8, a gas generator 60R provided with
the inflator is disposed at the central part of the steering
wheel 50R, a securing member 4R for securing an airbag
is disposed above the gas generator 60R in the figure,
and a steering shaft of an operating unit is disposed below
the gas generator 60R in the figure.
[0004] An angle sensor 44R of the steering wheel 50R
is provided on the steering shaft and a controller 42R
receiving a signal from the angle sensor 44R transmits
display information corresponding to the signal to the dis-
play device 6R, which is in contact with, and secured to
the head of the securing member 4R, via a harness in-
serted through respective holes defined in the steering
shaft, the inflator, and the securing member 4R. Refer-
ence numerals 22R, 22Ra denote an airbag and a tubular
tether belt, respectively, and the airbag and the tubular
tether belt are normally folded and housed in the airbag
cover 21R.
[0005] In the case of the conventional airbag device
GB having the display device, electrical equipment such
as the multifunction switching device or the horn switch-
ing device, disposed substantially at the central part of
the steering wheel, and the airbag cover disposed out-
side those devices, the hole for use in insertion of the
harness need to be made in the steering shaft, the inflator
and so forth, respectively, and therefore, a steering shaft,
an inflator and so forth, commonly used in the past, can-

not be adopted in this case. In consequence, there arise
needs for a steering shaft, inflator and so forth, provided
with a hole for exclusive use in the airbag device GB
respectively, so that work for manufacturing those com-
ponents becomes complex, resulting in an increase in
component cost. Patent Document 1: U.S.6739620 B2,
Specification.
[0006] In JP 2004224145 an airbag device is disclosed
allowing to arrange a horn switch or an accessory sep-
arated from an airbag cover on a center of a steering
wheel. WO 2004/039640 discloses a driver side airbag
module with an annular airbag having a control module
in a fixed relationship with a steering wheel. WO
03/062023 discloses an airbag module for a motor vehi-
cle comprising an opening in the envelope of the airbag
through which the emblem region penetrates the inner
chamber of the airbag during the deployment of the air-
bag. DE 201 05 002 U1 discloses a steering apparatus
with a steering wheel comprising an airbag module and
a front side cover with an opening for the airbag which
is formed around a display and controlling means.
[0007] EP 1 710 132, of which the date of filing are
prior to the date of filing of this document and which were
published after that date, describes an airbag device ac-
cording to the preamble of claim 1.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0008] The invention has been developed in order to
solve problems with the conventional technology de-
scribed as above, and it is an object of the invention to
provide an airbag device comprising electrical equipment
disposed at the central part of a steering wheel, capable
of connecting a harness to the electrical equipment while
using the steering shaft, the inflator and so forth, com-
monly in use, thereby alleviating work for manufacturing
intricate components, and achieving reduction in com-
ponent cost.
[0009] These problems are solved by an airbag device
according to claim 1. Claims 2 to 4 refer to specifically
advantageous realizations of the airbag according to
claim 1.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[0010] Thus, connection with the contact plate dis-
posed in the horn switching device can be easily made
by forming the harness insertion hole for insertion of the
harness in the tubular tether belt, thus it becomes pos-
sible to eliminate the needs for a steering shaft, inflator
and so forth, provided with a hole for exclusive use in the
airbag device, respectively, so that an airbag device and
so forth commonly used in the past, can be utilized. Ac-
cordingly, work for manufacturing intricate components,
as required in the past, is no longer required, resulting in
reduction in component cost.
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[0011] A makeup whereby the harness is connected
to the electrical equipment is applicable to various devic-
es such as a display device, a multifunction switching
device, and a horn switching device and so forth, and is
therefore high in flexibility. Further, it need only be suffi-
cient to provide the horn base, and the recessed part of
the airbag cover with the harness hole for insertion of the
harness, and there is no need for a steering shaft, an
inflator and so forth, each with a hole bored as in the
past, resulting in enhanced efficiency of work for manu-
facturing components.
[0012] Further, the contact plate is provided with the
terminal at one of sites on an outer circumference thereof,
symmetrical with respect to the center thereof, with the
retaining jut provided on both sides of the terminal, and
the rotation preventive jut at the other site while the horn
base has the stoppers for stopping the retaining juts, re-
spectively, and the notched groove for engaging the ro-
tation preventive jut, so that it is possible to prevent the
contact plate terminal from being moved and rotated
when connecting the harness terminal to the contact
plate terminal, thereby achieving enhancement in such
connection work as described.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Fig.1 is a cross sectional view of an airbag de-
vice with a horn switch attached thereto;

Fig. 2 is a view showing a state of an airbag under-
going inflation and expansion upon occurrence of a
vehicle collision;
Fig.3 is a see-through perspective view showing the
interior of the inflated airbag, shown in Fig.2;
Fig.4 is a perspective view of a contact plate;
fig.5 is a perspective view of a bowl-shaped cylindri-
cal horn base;
Fig.6 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional view of
the horn base shown in Fig.5 ;
Fig.7 is a plan view of a conventional airbag device;
and
Fig. 8 is a cross-sectional view of the airbag device
shown in Fig. 7, showing a state in which the airbag
device is inflated and expanded due to an impact
imposed thereon, by a vehicle and so forth.

EXPLANATION OF THE REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0014] 1...horn base, 1c...harness hole, 1f...stoppers,
1g...notched groove, 2...spring, 3...spring plate, 4...at-
tachment bolt, 6...decorative member, 7...horn ring,
8...contact plate, 8’...terminal of contact plate, 8b...retain-
ing juts, 8c...rotation preventive jut, 16... airbag cover,
10...airbag, 30...inflator, 25...harness terminal, 26...har-
ness

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0015] There is described hereinafter an embodiment
of an airbag device for a driver’s seat, according to the
invention, with reference to the accompanying drawings.
Fig.1 is a cross sectional view of an airbag device with a
horn switch attached thereto, showing a state in which
the airbag device is fitted into an airbag cover. For con-
venience’s sake, a side of an occupant is referred to as
a front side while a side thereof opposite from the front
side is referred to as a back side in the present specifi-
cation.
[0016] Referring to Fig. 1, there is described a horn
switching device M of the airbag device with the horn
switch attached thereto.
[0017] The horn switching device M comprises a coil
spring 2 placed at the center of the bottom of a bowl-
shaped cylindrical horn base 1, a spring plate 3 (serving
as one of electrodes of the horn switching device) for
holding the coil spring 2 on its periphery, a sheet 5 of a
decorative member 6 placed over the spring plate 3 for
retaining the coil spring 2, the decorative member 6
placed over the sheet 5 so as to cover the same, and a
horn ring 7 cylindrical in shape in which the sheet 5 and
the decorative member 6 are slidably fitted. In this con-
nection, slidable members comprising the decorative
member 6 and the sheet 5 of the decorative member 6
for retaining the coil spring 2 , may be formed into a single
member by adopting a makeup whereby the coil spring
2 is retained by the decorative member 6.
[0018] The horn ring 7 is secured to the bowl-shaped
cylindrical horn base 1, which is housed in a recessed
part 16a at the center of an airbag cover 16 for housing
an airbag therein, and is fixedly attached to a connecting
member 20, which will be described later, with an attach-
ment bolt 4 inserted in an attachment hole of the recessed
part 16a, serving as the other of the electrodes of the
horn switching device, and the head of the attachment
bolt 4 is disposed at a position opposite to the spring
plate 3.
[0019] Accordingly, if the decorative member 6 is
pressed down, this will cause the spring plate 3 to be
butted against the attachment bolt 4, whereupon short
circuit occurs between both the electrodes, and current
is supplied to the horn switching device M, thereby sound-
ing a horn.
Now, in order to enable such a horn-switching operation
as described to be executed, a contact plate 8 is clamped
between the back side of the head of the attachment bolt
4 and the horn base 1, and a terminal 8’ of the contact
plate 8 is inserted into respective harness holes of the
horn base 1 and the airbag cover 16 so as to be protruded
from the airbag cover 16 to be thereby connected to a
harness terminal 25 via a harness 26 inserted in a har-
ness insertion hole 11ah’ formed at a fixed end portion
of a tubular tether belt 11a (for the purpose of constraining
a distance up to which the airbag 10 undergoes inflation
and expansion) covering a back side of the recessed part
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16a of the airbag cover 16, as shown in Fig. 1, to be
thereby connected to the horn switching device M.
[0020] Further, an attachment hole 11ah of the tubular
tether belt 11a, for allowing the attachment bolt 4 to be
inserted therethrough, is provided at the fixed end portion
of the tubular tether belt 11a, and the fixed end portion
covers the recessed part 16a of the airbag cover 16 from
the back side thereof in such a way as to wrap up the
recessed part 16a. The fixed end portion is clamped be-
tween the recessed part 16a of the airbag cover 16 and
the connecting member 20 to be thereby fixed to the air-
bag device.
[0021] Next, there is described hereinafter a makeup
of the airbag device. As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the airbag
10 is made up of an airbag body 10a and the tubular
tether belt 11a.
Fig.2 is a view showing a state of the airbag 10 under-
going inflation and expansion upon occurrence of a ve-
hicle collision and so forth. Ignition starts in an inflator 30
upon detection of an impact due to vehicle collision and
so forth, whereupon gas is generated in the inflator 30
to thereby cause the gas to be introduced into the airbag
10. When the airbag 10 starts inflation, the airbag cover
16 is subjected to a force of the inflation and is split along
tear-lines formed on the inner side of the airbag cover 16
in order to facilitate rupture thereof, that is, it is split while
the recessed part 16a is left as it is, whereupon respective
cover pieces 16b will radially expand.
[0022] Upon the gas being introduced into the airbag
10, in the initial stage in which the airbag 10 starts inflating
after the airbag cover 16 is split, a surface portion of the
airbag 10 undergoes inflation up to a distance con-
strained by the tubular tether belt 11a toward the front
side (occupant side) while undergoing inflation and ex-
pansion by starting from a stitched part 11c where the
central part of a base fabric of the airbag 10 is stitched
to the tubular tether belt 11a. the tubular tether belt 11a
enveloping the recessed part 16a. After the airbag 10
has inflated to a degree, the position of the stitched part
10c shifts substantially to the center along the center line
of the tubular tether belt 11a, whereupon the airbag 10
is turned into a flat spherical shape, as shown in Fig.2,
thereby completing the inflation and expansion.
[0023] Fig.3 is a see-through perspective view show-
ing the interior of the inflated airbag 10, shown in Fig. 2.
For brevity, the decorative member 6 incorporated inside
the tubular tether belt 11a, the inflator 30 joined with the
decorative member 6 and so forth are not shown in the
figure. The airbag body 10a is formed in the shape of a
bag that is expandable into a flat spherical shape (an
ellipsoidal shape) by joining respective outer circumfer-
ential edges of two pieces of cloth substantially circular
in shape with each other by stitching.
[0024] A notched part 10h circular in shape for inser-
tion of the recessed part 16a of the airbag cover 16 is
formed substantially at the center of the airbag body 10a
on the front side thereof, and an inflator attachment open-
ing 10ah associating with the inflator for introducing a

generated gas into the airbag, is formed substantially at
the center of the airbag body 10a on the back side thereof,
while four small holes 10b for insertion of respective bolts
22d of a cushion ring 22 (see Fig. 1) are made in a pe-
ripheral part 10d around the inflator attachment opening
10ah.
[0025] As previously described, the attachment hole
11ah of the tubular tether belt 11a and the harness in-
sertion hole 11ah’ are formed at the fixed end portion of
the tubular tether belt 11a, and as shown in Fig. 1, the
attachment bolt 4 and the harness terminal 25 are insert-
ed through the holes 11ah, 11ah’, respectively.
The airbag 10 is folded by a folding device (not shown)
for exclusive use in folding the airbag 10 in an accordion-
like manner as shown in Fig. 1, and is doughnut-shaped
in plan view.
[0026] Subsequently, there is described hereinafter
the contact plate 8 with reference to a perspective view
thereof, shown in Fig.4. The contact plate 8 is fabricated
by applying press working to an electrically conductive
metal plate to thereby punch out a metal sheet in the
shape of a ring with a rectangular portion formed on the
outer periphery thereof, and by bending the rectangular
portion substantially at right angles from a ring-shaped
portion (the ring-shaped portion is referred to as a ring
contact plate 8a), thereby forming the terminal 8’ of the
contact plate 8. A rotation preventive jut 8c is formed on
a side of the ring contact plate 8a diametrically opposite
from the terminal 8’, and the rotation preventive jut 8c is
provided in order to prevent the contact plate 8 after
placed on the horn base 1 from being rotated.
[0027] Further, a pair of retaining juts 8b identical in
shape to each other, having a width about half as large
as the width of the rotation preventive jut 8c, are formed
on respective sides of the contact plate terminal 8’, ad-
joining thereto, on the ring contact plate 8a. The retaining
juts 8b are stoppers for preventing the contact plate ter-
minal 8’ from being pushed and moved by the harness
terminal 25 when the harness terminal 25 is connected
to the contact plate terminal 8’. A distance between the
retaining juts 8b in pairs is the same as a distance be-
tween stoppers If in pairs, which will be described later,
such that the retaining juts 8b can be engaged with the
stoppers 1f, respectively.
[0028] Fig.5 is a perspective view showing the bowl-
shaped cylindrical horn base 1 in Fig.1, as diagonally
seen. The horn base 1 is made of a synthetic resin, and
a hole 1b substantially square in shape for insertion of
the attachment bolt 4, and a harness hole 1c for use in
insertion of the harness terminal 25 are formed at the
center of the bottom 1a thereof. A fitting part 1d substan-
tially columnar in shape, inserted through the inner pe-
riphery of the ring contact plate 8a, in such a way as to
be concentrical with the center of the hole 1b, to be fitted
thereinto, is erected from the bottom 1a.
[0029] When the ring contact plate 8a is fitted onto the
fitting part 1d, in order to determine a fitting position there-
of, a rotation stopper le columnar in shape, substantially
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identical in diameter to the outer periphery of the ring
contact plate 8a, having a notched groove 1g substan-
tially identical in width to the rotation preventive jut 8c, is
erected from the bottom 1a of the horn base 1. At a po-
sition where the rotation stopper 1e intersects the har-
ness hole 1c, there are formed the stoppers 1f in pairs,
each extended in the shape of a square cylinder from the
inner peripheral sidewall of the harness hole 1c, having
a key-shaped head.
[0030] Next, there is described hereinafter a procedure
for engaging the contact plate 8 with the horn base 1 with
reference to Figs.5 and 6.
Fig.6 is an enlarged longitudinal sectional view of the
horn base 1, shown in Fig. 5. As shown in Fig. 6, by
butting the retaining juts 8b in pairs against the stoppers
1f in pairs, respectively, from a diagonal direction, the
ring contact plate 8a is fitted onto the fitting part 1d to
thereby insert the rotation preventive jut 8c into the
notched groove 1g of the rotation stopper 1e.
[0031] Thus, the terminal 8’ of the contact plate 8 fitted
onto the fitting part 1d is disposed in the harness hole
1c, so that even if the terminal 8’ is connected to the
harness terminal 25 inserted in the harness insertion hole
11ah’ at the fixed end portion of the tubular tether belt
11a, from below in the figure, and is pushed from a down-
ward direction, the terminal 8’ does not move because
the retaining juts 8b in pairs are engaged with the stop-
pers 1f in pairs, respectively. Even if the harness terminal
25 is pushed from a diagonally downward direction to
thereby cause a rotatably reciprocating force to act on
the contact plate 8, the contact plate 8 will not rotatably
reciprocates because the rotation preventive jut 8c is in-
serted in the notched groove 1g of the rotation stopper
1e, as shown in Fig.5.
[0032] As described in the foregoing, with a conven-
tional airbag device in common use, by forming the har-
ness insertion hole 11ah’ for insertion of the harness 26
(see Fig. 1) in the tubular tether belt 11a, connection with
the contact plate 8 disposed in the horn switching device
M can be easily made, so that it becomes possible to
eliminate the needs for a steering shaft, an inflator and
so forth provided with a hole for exclusive use in the air-
bag device, respectively, and work for manufacturing
those components is no longer required, resulting in re-
duction in component cost.
[0033] A makeup for connecting the harness 26 to the
electrical equipment, according to the embodiment, is
applicable to various devices such as the display device
6R, the multifunction switching device 40R, and the horn
switching device M and so forth, and is therefore high in
flexibility. Further, it need only be sufficient to provide the
horn base 1 and the recessed part 16a of the airbag cover
16 with the harness hole for insertion of the harness 26,
and there is no need for a steering shaft, an inflator and
so forth each with a hole bored as in the past, resulting
in enhanced efficiency of work for manufacturing com-
ponents.
[0034] Furthermore, the contact plate 8 has the termi-

nal 8’ at one of sides on an outer circumference thereof,
symmetrical with respect to the center thereof, with the
retaining juts 8b in pairs provided on the respective sides
of the contact plate terminal 8’ adjoining thereto, and the
rotation preventive jut 8c at the other side, while the horn
base 1 has the stoppers 1f for stopping the retaining juts
8b, and the notched groove 1g for engaging the rotation
preventive jut 8c, so that it is possible to prevent the con-
tact plate terminal 8’ from being moved and rotated when
connecting the harness terminal 25 to the contact plate
terminal 8’, thereby achieving enhancement in such con-
nection work as described.

Claims

1. An airbag device comprising an airbag cover (16) for
housing an airbag (10) folded substantially at the
central part of a steering wheel, and electrical equip-
ment disposed at a recessed part (16a) of the airbag
cover (16), wherein a backside of the recessed part
(16a) of the airbag cover (16) is covered with a fixed
end portion of a tubular tether belt (11a) for constrain-
ing a distance up to which the airbag (10) undergoes
inflation and expansion, and a harness (26) or ter-
minal (25) connectable thereto is inserted into a har-
ness hole provided in the recessed part (16a) and a
harness insertion hole (11ah’) provided at the fixed
end portion, the harness (26) or the terminal (25)
connectable thereto being connected to an electrode
member of the electrical equipment, wherein the
electrical equipment is a horn switching device (M),
and is fixed substantially at the same position with
an attachment bolt (4) reversed in polarity from the
harness (26) even after expansion of the airbag (10),
wherein the horn switching device (M) comprises a
horn base (1) inserted in the recessed part (16a) of
the airbag cover (16),
a slidable member (6) at the front side facing to the
occupant side,
a butting member (3) movable against the action of
an energizing means (2) by pressing down the slid-
able member (6),
characterized by
a contact plate (8) clamped in the horn base (1) by
the energizing means (2), directly or indirectly con-
nected to the harness (26), and electrically connect-
able to the energizing means (2) and the butting
member (3),
both electrodes (3, 4) being short-circuited by butting
the butting member (3) against the attachment bolt
(4) directly or indirectly thereby sounding a horn.

2. The airbag device according to claim 1, wherein the
contact plate (8) is provided with the terminal (25)
connected to the harness (26) inserted through the
harness hole (1c) and the harness insertion hole
(11ah’).
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3. The airbag device according to claim 2, wherein the
contact plate (8) is provided with the terminal (25)
and retaining juts (8b) provided on both adjacent
sides of the terminal (25) at one side on an outer
circumference thereof, and a rotation preventive jut
(8c) at the other side symmetrical with respect to the
center thereof, while the horn base (1) has stoppers
(1f) for stopping the retaining juts (8b), respectively,
and a notched groove (1g) for engaging the rotation
preventive jut (8c).

4. The airbag device according to claim 3, wherein the
contact plate (8) is fitted between a fitting part erected
along an inner circumference thereof, on the horn
base (1), and a rotation stopper erected along an
outer circumference thereof, on the horn base (1).

Patentansprüche

1. Airbagvorrichtung mit einer Airbagabdeckung (16)
zur Unterbringung eines Airbags (10), der im We-
sentlichen in einem zentralen Bereich eines Lenkra-
des gefaltet ist, und einer elektrischen Einrichtung,
die in einem vertieften Abschnitt (16a) der Airbagab-
deckung (16) angeordnet ist, wobei eine Rückseite
des vertieften Abschnitts (16a) der Airbagabdek-
kung (16) von einem festen Endteil eines tubularen
Haltegurtes (11a) verdeckt ist, der einen Abstand,
bis zu welchem der Airbag (10) sich aufbläst und
expandiert, beschränkt, und ein Kabelstrang (26)
oder ein damit verbindbares Terminal (25) ist in eine
Kabelstrangöffnung eingeführt, die in dem vertieften
Abschnitt (16a) ausgebildet ist, und eine Kabel-
strangeinlassöffnung (11aa’) ist an dem festen End-
teil ausgebildet, wobei der Kabelstrang (26) oder das
damit verbindbare Terminal (25) mit einem Elektro-
denelement der elektrischen Einrichtung verbunden
ist, wobei die elektrische Einrichtung ein Schalter-
element für eine Hupe (M) ist und im Wesentlichen
an der gleichen Position mit einem Befestigungsbol-
zen (4) befestigt ist, und zwar in umgekehrter Polung
von dem Kabelstrang (26) selbst nach dem Aufbla-
sen des Airbags (10), wobei das Schalterelement für
die Hupe (M) einen Hupensockel (1) umfasst, der in
dem vertieften Abschnitt (16a) der Airbagabdeckung
(16) eingesetzt ist,
einem verschiebbaren Element (6) an einer Vorder-
seite, die einer Insassenseite zugewandt ist,
einem Anschlagelement (3), das entgegen der Wir-
kung eines Antriebsmittels (2) durch ein Hinunter-
drücken des verschiebbaren Elementes (6) beweg-
bar ist,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
eine Kontaktplatte (8), die in dem Hupensockel (1)
durch das Antriebsmittel (2) eingespannt ist und di-
rekt oder indirekt mit dem Kabelstrang (26) verbun-
den ist und elektrisch mit dem Antriebsmittel (2) und

dem Anschlagelement (3) verbunden ist,
wobei beide Elektroden (3, 4) durch ein Anschlagen
des Anschlagelements (3) gegen den Befestigungs-
bolzen (4) kurzgeschlossen werden, um so direkt
oder indirekt ein Hupen der Hupe zu bewirken.

2. Airbagvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Kon-
taktplatte (8) mit dem Terminal (25) ausgebildet ist,
das mit dem Kabelstrang (26), der durch die Kabel-
strangöffnung (1c) und die Kabelstrangeinlassöff-
nung (11aa’) eingesetzt ist, verbunden ist.

3. Airbagvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Kon-
taktplatte (8) ausgebildet ist mit dem Terminal (25)
und mit Rückhaltevorsprüngen (8b), die an beiden
angrenzenden Seiten des Terminals (25) ausgebil-
det sind, wobei die Rückhaltevorsprünge (8b) an ei-
ner Seite entlang des äußeren Umfanges von der
Kontaktplatte (8) angeordnet sind und ein Drehungs-
Verhinderungsvorsprung (8c) auf der anderen Seite,
die symmetrisch bezüglich des Zentrums davon ist,
ausgebildet ist, während der Hupensockel (1) Stop-
per (1f) zum Stoppen der entsprechenden Rückhal-
tevorsprünge (8b) aufweist und eine eingeschnittene
Einkerbung (1g) zum Eingreifen des Rotationsver-
hinderungsvorsprunges (8c) aufweist.

4. Airbagvorrichtung nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Kon-
taktplatte (8) zwischen einem Befestigungsteil, wel-
ches entlang eines inneren Umfangs davon auf dem
Hupensockel (1) errichtet ist, und einem Rotations-
stopper, welcher entlang eines äußeren Umfanges
davon errichtet ist, auf dem Hupensockel (1) befe-
stigt ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable compre-
nant un couvercle de coussin de sécurité gonflable
(16) pour loger un coussin de sécurité gonflable (10)
plié sensiblement dans la partie centrale d’un volant,
et un équipement électrique disposé dans une partie
évidée (16a) du couvercle de coussin de sécurité
gonflable (16), dans lequel un côté arrière de la partie
évidée (16a) du couvercle de coussin de sécurité
gonflable (16) est recouvert avec une partie d’extré-
mité fixe d’une sangle d’amarre tubulaire (11a) pour
limiter une distance jusqu’à laquelle le coussin de
sécurité gonflable (10) subit le gonflage et l’expan-
sion, et un harnais de câbles (26) ou borne (25) pou-
vant y être raccordé(e) est inséré(e) dans un trou de
harnais prévu dans la partie évidée (16a) et un trou
d’insertion de harnais (11ah’) prévu au niveau de la
partie d’extrémité fixe, le harnais de câbles (26) ou
la borne (25) pouvant y être raccordé(e) étant rac-
cordé(e) à un élément d’électrode de l’équipement
électrique, dans lequel l’équipement électrique est
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un dispositif de contact d’avertisseur sonore (M) et
est fixé sensiblement dans la même position avec
un boulon de fixation (4) inversé du point de vue de
la polarité par rapport au harnais de câbles (26) mê-
me après l’expansion du coussin de sécurité gonfla-
ble (10), dans lequel le dispositif de commutation
d’avertisseur sonore (M) comprend une base d’aver-
tisseur sonore (1) insérée dans la partie évidée (16a)
du couvercle de coussin de sécurité gonflable (16),
un élément coulissant (6) au niveau du côté avant
faisant face au côté de l’occupant,
un élément d’aboutement (3) mobile contre l’action
d’un moyen d’alimentation (2) en enfonçant l’élé-
ment coulissant (6),
caractérisé par :

une plaque de contact (8) bloquée dans la base
d’avertisseur sonore (1) par le moyen d’alimen-
tation (2), directement ou indirectement raccor-
dée au harnais de câbles (26) et pouvant être
raccordée électriquement au moyen d’alimen-
tation (2) et à l’élément d’aboutement (3),
les deux électrodes (3, 4) étant court-circuitées
en aboutant l’élément d’aboutement (3) contre
le boulon de fixation (4) directement ou indirec-
tement, faisant ainsi retentir un avertisseur so-
nore.

2. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon la
revendication 1, dans lequel la plaque de contact (8)
est prévue avec la borne (25) raccordée au harnais
de câbles (26) inséré dans le trou de harnais (1c) et
le trou d’insertion de harnais (11ah’).

3. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon la
revendication 2, dans lequel la plaque de contact (8)
est prévue avec la borne (25) et des saillies de re-
tenue (8b) prévues sur les deux côtés adjacents de
la borne (25) au niveau d’un côté sur sa circonféren-
ce externe, et une saillie anti-rotation (8c) au niveau
de l’autre coté symétrique par rapport à son centre,
alors que la base d’avertisseur sonore (1) a des bu-
tées (1f) pour arrêter les saillies de retenue (8b), res-
pectivement, et une rainure crantée (1g) pour mettre
en prise la saillie anti-rotation (8c).

4. Dispositif de coussin de sécurité gonflable selon la
revendication 3, dans lequel la plaque de contact (8)
est montée entre une partie de fixation érigée le long
de sa circonférence externe, sur la base d’avertis-
seur sonore (1) et une butée de rotation érigée le
long de sa circonférence externe, sur la base d’aver-
tisseur sonore (1).
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